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AOC G2 C27G2E/BK computer monitor 68.6 cm (27") 1920 x 1080
pixels Black, Red

Brand : AOC Product family: G2 Product code: C27G2E/BK

Product name : C27G2E/BK

Screen size (inch) 27, Panel resolution 1920x1080, Refresh rate 165 Hz, Response time MPRT 1 ms,
Panel type VA, HDMI HDMI 2.0 x 2, Display Port DisplayPort 1.2 x 1, D-SUB (VGA) 1x, Sync technology
(VRR) Adaptive Sync

AOC G2 C27G2E/BK computer monitor 68.6 cm (27") 1920 x 1080 pixels Black, Red:

Curved 27” VA monitor with 165 Hz refresh rate, 1 ms MPRT, low input lag and Adaptive
Sync
The curved AOC C27G2E has a 27” VA panel and a curvature radius of 1500R. Its frame rate of 165Hz,
Adaptive Sync, 1 ms response time and low input lag ensure a stutter-free display and radiant picture
quality.
AOC G2 C27G2E/BK. Display diagonal: 68.6 cm (27"), Display resolution: 1920 x 1080 pixels, Response
time: 1 ms, Native aspect ratio: 16:9, Viewing angle, horizontal: 178°, Viewing angle, vertical: 178°.
Built-in speaker(s). Product colour: Black, Red

Display

Display diagonal * 68.6 cm (27")
Display resolution * 1920 x 1080 pixels
Native aspect ratio * 16:9
Panel type * VA
Backlight type W-LED
Response time 1 ms
Anti-glare screen
Screen shape * Curved
Screen curvature rating 1500R
Contrast ratio (typical) * 3000:1
Contrast ratio (dynamic) 80000000:1
Maximum refresh rate * 165 Hz
Viewing angle, horizontal 178°
Viewing angle, vertical 178°
Display number of colours * 16.7 million colours
Display diagonal (metric) 68.6 cm

Performance

Low Blue Light technology
Brand-specific features False

Multimedia

Built-in speaker(s) *
Number of speakers 2
RMS rated power 4 W
Built-in microphone

Design

Product colour * Black, Red
Front bezel colour Black/Red
Detachable stand

Ports & interfaces

DisplayPorts quantity 1
DisplayPort version 1.2
Headphone out *
Headphone connectivity 3.5 mm

Ergonomics

Panel mounting interface 100 x 100 mm
Cable lock slot *
Cable lock slot type Kensington
Tilt angle range -4 - 21.5°

Power

Energy efficiency class (SDR) * E
Energy efficiency class (HDR) * E
Energy consumption (SDR) per 1000
hours * 21 kWh

Energy consumption (HDR) per
1000 hours * 21 kWh

Power consumption (typical) * 31 W
Power consumption (standby) * 0.3 W
Power consumption (off) 0.3 W
Energy efficiency scale A to G

Packaging content

DisplayPort cable length 0.8 m
HDMI cable length 0.8 m

Weight & dimensions

Weight (with stand) 5 kg
Weight (without stand) 4.14 kg
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Ports & interfaces

Built-in USB hub *
HDMI ports quantity 2
HDMI version 2.0

Packaging data

Package weight 7.5 kg

Other features

Exterior finish type Textured
Light effects
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